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Abstract
Vehicular Ad-Hoc Networks (VANETs) is a branch of Ad-Hoc Networks that covers wide
area and nodes are typically moving vehicles. The power level available in the vehicles is
relatively higher than the power level available in other types of ad hoc networks. The
reliability is an important issue in VANETs that is determined by specifying a mobility model
and routing protocol. A key concern in designing reliable routing protocols is the network
size assumption. Most protocols assume prior knowledge of the network size; however, this
assumption requires a careful consideration and needs to be further investigated. Moreover,
the neighborhood relationship between nodes is not well defined and estimated. The moving
pattern for users is a critical factor in defining this relation. In this Paper, we investigate the
influence of mobility models on the network size and neighborhood relationship, and then
propose heuristic and distributed algorithm to define the nodes’ neighbors and to estimate the
network size. The performance of the proposed algorithm is evaluated using simulation.
Keywords: VANET, Network Size, Estimation, Distributed.
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1. Introduction
In recent years, there has been a great demand on wireless networks and on
applications that rely on wireless networks to support users’ mobility. To meet such demands,
a wireless technology such as ad-hoc networks, has emerged. In ad-hoc networks, no central
point exists to monitor and control the networks. Moreover, ad-hoc networks require no
infrastructure to operate the network. Examples of emerging ad-hoc networks are Mobile AdHoc Networks (MANETs), Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs), Peer-to-Peer (P2P) and
Vehicle-to Vehicle (V2V). The nodes need to cooperate, act as a router and as a client at the
same time, and exchange and share network information to operate the network.
Vehicle Ad-Hoc networks (VANETs) are special type of MANETs, where the
vehicles (sensors) are distributed in the roads, moving with high speed, and with large energy
resources. VANETs cover wide geographical area and nodes usually move in reserved roads
with high speed. The unlimited battery power and storage provided for VANET nodes are a
key advantage over the sensor networks that suffer from energy limitations, thus, the network
lifetime is longer and it can store as many data as needed. Another motivation of using
VANETs is the improved safety and comfort of passengers inside vehicles [1]. And to
maintain the liability of vehicles when accidents occur and reduce the traffic congestion [2].
However, VANETs face several challenges; an important challenge for VANETs is the use of
radio wave such that anyone can listen to the messages which compromise the security and
privacy of the node (vehicle). Moreover, the network may incur relatively high percentage of
packet loss due to interference, bad channels conditions, congestion, and insufficient
communication range to receive the packets.
The increased number of vehicles on roads in recent years; increases the burden on
the administrations to design and provide safer roads. Therefore, challenges on reliability
increases. There are several factors that affect the reliability of vehicles on a road, such as:
road type, day time, weather, density of the traffic, and the drivers themselves [3, 6]. We note
that it is possible that not all vehicles can join the VANET, as there are some vehicles are not
equipped with the necessary hardware. Moreover, routing is very challenging aspect in
VANET since the network topology is affected greatly by nodes mobility due to the frequent
changes in the network topology [3]. Reliability is a crucial requirement for inter-vehicle
communication in order to improve safety and comfort in roads. Thus, an important aspect
that requires special attention is reliability of routing protocols in VANETs. A key concern in
designing reliable routing protocols is the network size assumption, to our knowledge;
researches conducted on routing in VANETs assume prior knowledge of the network size.
This paper aims to estimate the network size (i.e., number of nodes in the network).
The unlimited battery power and storage provided for VANETs nodes paved the way
for more applications than other networks. VANETs are used to improve the safety and
comfort of passengers inside the vehicles [1], maintain the liability of the vehicles when
accidents occur, and reduce the traffic congestion [2]. It is estimated that the police vehicles,
fire vehicles and Ambulances will associate with this technology for safety purposes.
Vehicles are used to collect data from the population and from vehicles’ movement (e.g.,
position, direction, speed, and digital mapping of roads) to create the knowledge about
distance between two vehicles and between the vehicles and infrastructure to avoid accidents
and traffic jams. There are two types of feedback loops in VANETS; the first one shows
some of the interesting and attracting features, such as free parking spaces. The other one
provides information to protect the vehicles, such as traffic jams [38].
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This paper aims at estimating the network size using the node’s knowledge and with
minimal exchange of information in the network to minimize the network’s overhead. The
proposed algorithms depend on information that collected from neighbor nodes using hello
messages to minimize the network's overhead. The rest of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 presents some of the related work about VANETS. Section 3 presents the proposed
estimation mechanism. Section 4 presents and discusses the obtained simulation results. And,
finally, Section 5 concludes the paper and provides some future research directions.
2. Literature Review
In the literature, there are many proposed schemes conducted on VANETs varying
in their goals and mechanism and they assume the number of nodes is known in advance
rather than calculating the network size. They have been classified into different categories:
routing in MANETs [22, 23], routing in VANETs [11], comparison between routing in
VANETs and in MANETs, feedback loops in VANETs, the scalability in VANETs, Other
works focus on mobility models and scenarios of VANETs [1, 4, 5]. For example the work in
[39] argues that the number of nodes in an overlay varies depending on the time of the day,
hence, knowing the number of nodes in peer-to-peer network is immense challenge for many
reasons; the decentralization of systems, and the probability of nodes to fail. The authors in
[39] used gossip-based aggregation algorithm for the estimation.
2.1.

Routing in VANETs

A new routing approach is presented in [11] for highway/freeway VANETs which
consists of a unicast destination exploration process, strong forward node selection
mechanism and a positional hello mechanism. The work in [12] proposed an inter-vehicle adhoc routing protocol called GyTAR which consist of two types: dynamic selection of the
intersections through which a packet must pass to reach its destination and to improve the
greedy strategy that used to forward packets between two junctions. The authors in [37] show
a survey of five categories of the routing protocols in VANETs: Position based, Topology
based, Geo cast, cluster based and broadcast based. Results obtained in [37] show that
VANET routing protocols performance depends on various parameters such as; mobility
model, and driving environment.
In [33], the authors evaluated the performance of two on-demand routing protocols,
DSR and AODV for different factors such as pause time, speed, traffic scenarios and node
density which expand from 30 to 150 nodes. The authors in [36] show the difficulties of
designing an efficient routing protocol for VANETs as it require packet transmission
reliability which is hard to achieve due to frequent disconnection and rapid topology changes
in VANETs. The authors combined AODV with Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) algorithm
to improve the performance.
Routing protocols in VANETs can be categorized into two types [6]: Topology
based routing which uses the information about the network links, example of this type are
FSR [16], AODV [17], TORA [18], and DSR [19]. And, Position based routing which uses
the information about the location of neighbors, examples of this type are GPSR [20], and
GRANT [21]. The authors in [24] compare between routing protocols used in VANET and
MANET, [24] concluded that routing protocols used in MANET are not suitable for VANET
because it does not give the optimal throughput needed for fast mobility of VANET and
because the nodes are moving on reserved roads. The authors in [24] present several
protocols that are considered suitable and optimal for both MANET and VANET. And the
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authors in [26] argued that the routing protocols in MANET are different than routing
protocol in VANET because the traffic, mobility and network topology are different in
VANET than in MANET. The dense traffic in VANET is diverse depending on the time of
the day. So they proposed the Distributed Vehicular Broadcast (DV-CAST) protocol which
combines the dense, sparse and regular traffics in one broadcast routing.
The research in [31] presents road-based routing protocol which yields better
performance than existing routing protocols in city-based environments. This vehicular traffic
(RBVT) protocol uses real-time traffic information of vehicles to create road-based paths that
built from chain of intersections which are connected to each other in the network. They
considered and executed a proactive protocol (RBVT-P) and a reactive protocol (RBVT-R).
Simulation results in urban settings show that RBVT-R give better performance in terms of
average delivery ratio compared with other existing protocols. And RBVT-P gives better
performance in terms of average delay.
Other schemes employ GPS systems to enhance their performance. The work in [29]
analyzed and studied the localization requirements for the main applications of VANETs.
They analyzed others localization techniques in VANETs to avoid GPS problems, because it
is not suitable for some applications and not available all the time. [29] used other techniques
such as; Cellular Localization, Dead Reckoning, and Video/Image Localization, which used
data fusion techniques to find the correct position of vehicles in network without needing the
GPS. The feedback loops in VANET was discussed in [38] such that; the traffic information
of street are sent to vehicles and drivers (e.g. the conditions of traffic and the availability of
parking space). They introduced two types of feedback loops in specific mobility models
(e.g., the Constrained Random Trip model, the Random Trip model and the Manhattan
Mobility model).In [32], the authors proposed a managing model for flowing data which used
to alert or inform the driver based on Genetic Algorithm (GA).
The authors in [25] utilize the information of vehicles’ movement details (e.g.,
position, direction, speed, and digital mapping of roads) to predict a potential link-breakage
event before occurrence. They extract the performance of their proposed simulated scheme,
in terms of increasing the access duration of link; decreasing the number of link-breakage
events and increasing throughput. In [7], the authors used the flooding approach to handle the
broadcast message. Moreover some researchers as in [8] studied the storage capability of
vehicle mesh where the local transient information could be saved within a given region for a
period of time, without any infrastructure. On the other hand, a new simple algorithms
provided in [13] for the expected number of vehicles covered and the probability distribution
of proper distance between two vehicles by computing the connectivity and the neighborhood
between them.
2.2.

Mobility Models and Scenarios of VANETs

Mobility models and scenarios are the most important in characterizing what
differentiates between MANETs and VANETs. The researchers in [8] use the highway and
city environment mobility model and compared the performance against random way point
mobility model. The authors in [10] considered the optimality of the next-hop selection
between two vehicles on a highway scenario depending on its speed and inter-node distances.
And [27] used the VANET scenarios to test the performance of ad hoc routing protocols,
such as Dynamic MANET On Demand (DYMO).
New mechanisms of broadcasting studied in [28]; the Directed Route Node
Selection (DRNS) and Secure Ring Broadcasting (SRB), where they tried to decrease the
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number of messages broadcasted and to increase the stability of routes. Thus they used two
scenarios; city scenarios in high density hours which used for simulating SRB, and highway
scenarios which used for DRNS. These categories of routing protocol are used in three
different network architectures [6]: Pure cellular/WLAN, Pure ad hoc, and hybrid. There are
many mobility models that represent the mobility of the vehicles, and each one has different
characteristics [1], here we present some of the models used in the literature: Random walk
model, random direction model, random waypoint model, reference point group model, city
section model, and freeway model. Moreover, there are many factors that affect the mobility
of vehicles in the networks and the network topology [4]: Street layout, block size, average
speed, and density of the area. The authors in [14] divide the mobility model into two
categories: Macro-mobility and micro-mobility. [15] developed a tool, called MOVE, which
generates mobility models for VANET simulations. In MOVE, the road map generation can
be done manually, automatically or copied from a real world map. Such as: grid, spider,
TIGER and random networks.
The authors in [30] showed how the selfless communication method helps the
scalability to be realized which is done to solve the operability challenge in sparse and dense
networks. Because greedy nodes give wrong information, it may affect the network
reliability. And in [35], the authors take into account the reliability during the join of
multicast members by proposing QoS based reliable method (QBRM) that is based on the
Fuzzy ARTMAP algorithm to find reliable multicast routing. Simulation results shows that
the QoS-based Reliable Multicast Routing performance is improved in terms of the cost and
the number of messages that queried while the average of multicast group size was big and
the alignment of the rate of joining was near to one, but it achieved poor performance for
small groups. The authors in [25] show a strong relationship between repeated path
disconnection and vehicles mobility, this finding affect the design of scalable routing
algorithms.
3. Proposed Scheme
Vehicle Ad-Hoc Networks (VANETs) is a branch of Ad-Hoc Networks that covers
wide area and nodes are typically moving vehicles. Now a day, VANETs aims to improve the
safety and comfort of passengers inside vehicles, and to maintain the liability of vehicles
when accidents occur and reduce the traffic congestion. Networks are connected to each other
to form one huge network to facilitate the communication between all vehicles. Key concern
in designing reliable routing protocols is the network size assumption, however, to our
knowledge, work on routing in VANETs assume prior knowledge of the network size, and
the network size estimation for VANETs was not considered in the literature. This section
presents the proposed scheme. The proposed scheme consists of four modules; Neighbors
Estimation Module, Initialization Module, Estimation of Ni and N Module and Update the SFi
Module.
3.1.

Neighbors Estimation Module

The first Module includes an algorithm to estimate the number of neighbors (Nj) for
node j. Moreover, it estimates the Neighborhood Level (NL), it works by scanning all
neighbors of node j using hello message. The module is proposed in Figure 1.
Input:
node і, j, time t, Increment percentage (IP), Decrement Percentage (DP), Start Percentage (SP), Neighbor
Level (NL).
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Output:
The neighbors of node j (Nj) and Neighbor Level (NL).
Algorithm:
For each node і that receive hello message
If node і is already neighbor for node j
Then Increase NL for і by IP
Else add і to the table and set NL to SP
Decrease NL for і by DP
Return neighbors of node j
Figure 1. Neighbors Estimation Module

Each node j contains a table, called neighbors table, which contains a list of node’s j
neighbors that are within its transmission range. Once a node is inserted to the list (i.e. new
neighbor for node j), it is assigned an initial value called Start Percentage (SP), on the other
hand, for existing nodes in the table (i.e. old neighbor for node j) a Neighborhood Level (NL)
value is assigned. This value, NL, is updated (i.e., incremented or decremented) by a certain
percentage according to the time it spends as a neighbor for node j. The Incremented
Percentage (IP) is used to reflect how long two nodes stay as neighbors (t time units) and it
increments the NL value to reflect on this relation, on other words, the NL value is updated
based on the neighborhood time. Once the NL reaches 100%, then no increment is done.
The Decrement Percentage (DP) is used to reflect how long two nodes stay as
neighbors by decrementing the percentage of the neighbor node і when node і doesn’t stay at
the transmission range of node j. For each time t when node і is not found in the neighbors of
node j, then the DP will be subtracted from NL of node і, and this scenario will be repeated
for each time t until the NL reaches 0%. At the end of this module, node j will return it to all
neighbors with their respective NL values, which take into account the neighbors with high
NL values to be used in the other modules. The time complexity for this module is O(n),
because the calculation of the node neighbors repeated for each node in the network. And the
space complexity is also O(n), because each node in the network has its own table with (n)
spaces.
3.2.

Initialization Module

The second module is used to initialize the scheme main parameters: number of
areas, saturation factor for area k (SFk), and moving exponential average (α)) for node j at
time t. The module is depicted in Figure 2.
Input:
The neighbors of node j (Nj)
Output:
Number of areas
The saturation factor for areak(SFk)
Moving exponential average (α) factor.
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Algorithm:
If node j is first node
Then
SFk = 0.25
α = 0.5
Else
Exchange the information with an old node
Figure 2. Initialization Module

This module uses the output from the previous module, whereas the neighbors of
node j (Nj), to initialize the main parameters that are used in network size estimation
operations.
There are several parameters that need be specified at the beginning, such as;
numbers of areas (i.e. all areas have the same space). The saturation factor for area k (SFk)
refers to the percentage of congestion in the area k, such that when the saturation factor is
small that means slight traffic congestion in this area, on the other hand, large saturation
factor values means the area is heavily congested. The summation of all saturation factors for
all areas must be 1. Other parameter is the moving exponential average (α) which is a
constant parameter. Once a node enters a new area, it exchanges the local area information
with other nodes in the area, such as: number of areas (i.e., assume grid topology with equal
space for each area), the saturation factor for the area k (
), where A is the number of
areas, α = 0.5. On the other hand, when there are other nodes in area k, then node j can use
their information about the area using hello message. The output of this algorithm is that each
node j has its own parameters that can be used to estimate the network size. The time
complexity for this module is O(n), and the space complexity is constant O(1).
3.3.

Estimation Module

The Third Module estimates the number of nodes in area k (Nk), and number of
nodes in the network (N) using specific operations. The module is proposed in Figure 3.
Input:
Number of neighbors for node j (Nj) and the saturation factor for area k(SFk)
Output:
Number of nodes in area k (Nk) and number of nodes in all network (N)
Algorithm:

Figure 3. Estimation of Nk and N Module

This module uses the number of neighbors for node j (Nj) and the saturation factor
for area k (SFk), which are initialized in the previous module, to estimate the number of nodes
in the area that node j located in, and therefore estimate the number of nodes in the network.
The number of neighbors for node j (Nj) taken from node j table, that contain all neighbors
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and their NL values. Only nodes with high NL value (greater then certain threshold) are
considered neighboring nodes for node j. The Saturation Factor (SFk) is taken from the
neighbors of node j (i.e., if found, by hello message), on the other hand, if no node is found
in area k to communicate with, then node j can calculate the saturation factor using the
fraction of one by the number of areas (i.e. 1/ number of area). The time complexity for this
module is O(n), and the space complexity is constant O(1).
3.4.

Update the SFk Module

The Fourth Module estimates the recent saturation factor and updates the saturation
factor that belongs to node j itself depending on the recent saturation factor. The module is
proposed in Figure 4.
Input:
Number of nodes in area k (Nk) , number of nodes in all network (N) and moving exponential average (α)
Output:
The saturation factor for area k(SFk)
Algorithm:

Figure 4. Update the SFk Module

In the third module, node j use saturation factor from neighbor nodes or using
fraction one by number of areas in network to guarantee the real distribution of nodes in the
network. This module performs some operations to find the saturation factor for node j itself.
Number of nodes in area k (Nk), number of nodes in all network (N) and moving exponential
average (α) are used as input to this module. In first operation, recent saturation factor of area
k is found using number of nodes in area k and number of nodes in the network. RecentSFk =
Nk / N such that the recent saturation factor is equal to the fraction of number of nodes in area
k by number of node in the network, the need of recent saturation factor come from the
dynamic moving of nodes in the network which is give us dynamic distribution of nodes
while moving.
In the second operation, the saturation factor of node j itself is calculated using
moving exponential average (α) and the recent saturation factor that is found in the first
operation. SFk = α * RecentSFk + (1- α) * SFk such that the saturation factor of node j is equal
to moving exponential average multiplied with recent saturation factor added to the result of
multiplication of one minus moving exponential average with old saturation factor that node j
have from neighbors or by dividing one by number of areas in network. This update of
saturation factor during time and moving of nodes give us closely related to real spread of
nodes in the network because we work on the dynamic node and dynamic distribution. As the
output of this algorithm each node j has its own information about the area saturation factor
that belongs to node j itself and other nodes can take this information by hello message and
network communication. The time complexity for this module is O(n), because the
calculation in each node repeated for each node in the network. And the space complexity is
constant O(1).
3.5.

Proposed Scheme Summary

Figure 5depicts the flow of operations and data in the proposed scheme as well as
the relationships between the 4 modules. Firstly, the node does neighbors estimation to
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calculate the number of neighbors to use it in the next steps. At the second step, the nodes
collect and initialize the information from neighbor nodes (e.g. the saturation factor for the
area which node arrives to), then the node broadcast the hello message to find the number of
neighbors. In the next step, the node estimate the Nk (number of nodes in the area k), and use
the Nk for estimating the N (number of nodes in all network). Finally, the node performs
essential calculations, using the estimated Nk and N, to update SFk.

Initialization Module
Neighbors Estimation Module
Estimate the Nk and N Module
Update the SFk Module
Figure 5. Proposed Scheme

4. Simulation and Results
To evaluate the performance of the proposed scheme, a simulation study was
conducted. The algorithm is tested for various scenarios with different number of nodes and
different number of areas, such that, each area represent one intersection of roads and all
areas have the same size in meters. The simulation is conducted using QualNet Simulator
v5.2 [40]. The most important factor in VANETs is the mobility and movement of nodes, that
characterized by direction, speed and drive in reserved roads. Qualnet supports three types of
mobility models which are suitable for VANETs. In the experiments, we build the
configuration files for the tested scenarios. In which the vehicles mobility were described,
where nodes moves in specific roads. The routing protocol is AODV. Each node is specified
with node identifier and located with three directions (x, y and z). At first, all nodes are fixed
in their positions, and when simulation runs the nodes move in restricted roads with variety of
speeds.
4.1

Simulation Parameters

The run time for each experiment is 6000 seconds. And the simulation is tested with
three different area sizes and numbers of nodes, with different nodes density. We divided the
network into areas, such that, each area extend to 300m X 300m and each area covers one
intersection of roads. The tested scenarios varied in number of areas; 4, 9 and 16 areas, and
each scenario is tested under different densities (e.g. for scenario of 9 areas we tested 10, 25,
50, 75 and 100 nodes). We generated a node placement and movement file for each scenario
where every node position is specified and all movements are predefined in the reserved
roads.
Furthermore, the impact of nodes speed (e.g. slow, medium and fast) is investigated.
Table 1 presents the simulation parameters for the variable density scenarios. Table 2
presents the simulation parameters for the variable speed scenario.
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Table 1: Density Scenario Properties
Parameters Name
QualNet Version
Simulation Time
Scenario Dimension (x,y)
Number of intersections
Distance Unit
Number of Nodes

Values
5.2
6000 sec
(1000,1000), (1500,1500), (2000,2000)
4, 9 and 16
Meter
10, 25, 50, 75 and 100 nodes

Table 2: Speed Scenario Properties
Parameters Name
QualNet Version
Simulation Time
Scenario Dimension (x,y)
Number of intersections
Distance Unit
Number of Nodes

Values
5.2
2000, 4000 and 6000 sec
(1000,1000), (1500,1500), (2000,2000)
4, 9 and 16
Meter
10, 25 and 50 nodes

For the purpose of evaluating the proposed algorithm, we used the percentage of
correct estimation as a performance metric. Such that, a high percentage indicates that the
proposed algorithm is able to achieve the intended goal. Figure 6 shows the scenario of 16
intersections where the red flag display the roads that restricted for vehicle moving, and each
intersection of two roads represents one region. The green arrow represents CBR (constant bit
rate) application.

Figure 6. Network Scenario

4.2

of 16 intersections

Simulation Results

To evaluate the performance of the proposed scheme, a number of simulation
experiments were conducted. The experiments are divided into two sets. The first set of
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results represents the percentage of estimation when testing the varying density scenarios
(when the number of nodes is increased). The second set of simulation results shows the
impact of nodes speed on the proposed algorithm.
4.2.1. Percentage of estimating for various densities
Here we show the result of testing the impact of density on the proposed algorithm.
At first we compare between 10 nodes and 25 nodes in 4 intersections. The number of areas
in this scenario is 4, and the nodes are distributed in reserved roads in all areas. As Figure 7
shows, when the density increases (e.g. from 10 nodes to 25 nodes) the percentage of
estimation decreases.

percentage of estimation (%)

1,2
1
0,8
0,6
0,4
0,2
0
10 nodes

25 nodes
number of nodes

Figure 7. Network estimation for 4 intersections

For the scenario of 9 areas and number of nodes varies from 10 to 100 nodes, Figure
8 shows that when the density increases (e.g. from 10, 25, 50, 75 and 100 nodes) the
percentage of estimation decreases.

percentage of estimation (%)

1,2
1
0,8
0,6
0,4
0,2
0
10 nodes

25 nodes

50 nodes

75 nodes

100 nodes

number of nodes
Figure 8. Network Estimation for 9 intersections

Moreover, we compare between 25, 50, 75 and 100 nodes in 16 intersections. The
number of areas in this scenario is 16 areas, and the nodes are distributed in reserved roads in
all areas. As figure 9 shows, when the density increases (e.g. from 25, 50, 75 and 100 nodes)
the percentage of estimation decrease.
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percentage of estimation (%)

1,2
1
0,8
0,6
0,4
0,2
0
25 nodes

50 nodes
75 nodes
number of nodes

100 nodes

Figure 9. Network Estimation for 16 intersections

percentage of estimation
(%)

Then we perform different comparisons between the number of areas, such that; 4, 9
and 16 intersections for same number of nodes (25 nodes). As Figure 10 show, when the
number of areas increase (same number of nodes distributed in 4 areas which give us more
density, then 9 areas which give us less density, and then 16 areas which give us continue
decreasing of density) the density will be decrease to achieve the needed density for
estimation:
1,2
1
0,8
0,6
0,4
0,2
0
4 intersections
9 intersections
16 intersections
number of intersections
Figure 10. Network Estimation for 25 nodes

percentage of estimation
(%)

Furthermore, the effect of number of area is tested by varying number of
intersections from 9 to 16 intersections using the same number of nodes (50 nodes). As
Figure 11 shows, when the number of areas increases (same number of nodes distributed in 9
areas which is give us dense network and then 16 areas which is give us sparse network) the
density decreases, therefore, increasing the estimation percentage.
0,69
0,685
0,68
0,675
0,67
0,665
0,66
0,655
9 intersections
16 intersections
number of intersections
Figure 11. Network Estimation for 50 nodes
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percentage of estimation
(%)

Finally we evaluated all scenarios; 4, 9 and 16 intersections with varying number of
nodes (e.g. 10, 25, 50, 75 and 100 nodes). We computed the confidence interval (95%) for all
experiments, the obtained confidence interval are very narrow. As Figure 12 shows, when the
density increases the percentage of estimation decreases in some cases (e.g. 10, 25, 50, 75
and 100 nodes in 4 intersections) and in the other cases, when the network is more sparse
than needed, the percentage of estimation decreases (e.g. 10 nodes in 16 intersections), this
behavior is due to the small number of nodes in each area which fails to provide sufficient
information for the algorithm and therefore is unable to provide an accurate estimations.
1,2
1
0,8

4 intersections

0,6

9 intersections

0,4

16 intersections

0,2
0
10 nodes 25 nodes 50 nodes 75 nodes 100 nodes

number of nodes

Figure 12. Network Estimation for all scenarios

4.2.2. Percentage of estimation for various speeds

percentage of
estiamtions(%)

Here we show the result of testing the impact of speed on the proposed algorithm. In
Figure 13, we compare the impact of speeds of nodes on the same scenario (10 nodes and 4
intersections), when nodes moves in fast, medium and slow speeds. We computed the
confidence interval (95%) for scenario of 10 nodes and 4 intersections for all speeds, the
obtained confidence interval are very narrow. The result shows that when the speed of nodes
is increased the percentage of estimation is decreased. We note that the estimation depends
on the information that is collected from neighbor nodes, and when the speeds of nodes are
increased the information that collected is decreased.
1
0,98
0,96
0,94
0,92
0,9
0,88
0,86
0,84
0,82
0,8
slow

medium

fast

speeds
Figure 13. Network Estimation for varies mobility scenarios (10 nodes and 4 intersections)

Also, we compare the impact of speeds of nodes on the same scenario (25 nodes and
9 intersections), when it is moves in fast, medium and slow speeds, the results are depicted in
Figure 14. We computed the confidence interval (95%) for scenario of 25 nodes and 9
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intersections for all speeds, the obtained confidence interval are very narrow. The result
shows that when the speed of nodes is increased the percentage of estimation decreases.

percentage of
estimations(%)

0,98
0,96
0,94
0,92
0,9
0,88
0,86
0,84
0,82
slow

medium

fast

speeds
Figure 14. Network Estimation for varies mobility scenario (25 nodes with 9 intersections)

Finally, we compare the impact of nodes’ speed on the same scenario (50 nodes and
16 intersections), when the nodes moves in fast, medium and slow speeds, the results of this
experiments are depicted in Figure 15. We computed the confidence interval (95%) for
scenario of 50 nodes and 16 intersections for all speeds, the obtained confidence interval are
very narrow

percentage of
estimations(%)

0,69
0,68
0,67
0,66
0,65
0,64
0,63
0,62
slow

medium

fast

speeds
Figure 15. Network Estimation for varies mobility scenario (50 nodes_16 intersections)

The proposed scheme collects essential estimation parameters from the neighbor
nodes, and when the speeds of nodes increases, the collected information decreases,
therefore, it is expected that the estimation accuracy decreases as the nodes’ mobility
increases. Results presented in Figure 15 confirms to this conclusion. Figure 15 shows the
percentage of estimation for various nodes’ speeds (slow, medium, and fast). The estimation
accuracy drops from 67.9% for slow network to 65.1% for the fast network.

5. Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, we investigated various issues regarding network size for VANETs to
produce an accurate algorithm for estimating the network size with minimal traffic overhead.
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The best percentage of estimation was achieved when the network density is in between
sparse and dense, such that, the estimation percentage for 25 nodes in 9 and 16 intersections
is similar but the percentage of estimating for 10 nodes in 16 intersections is different
because 10 nodes in 16 intersections produce more sparse than needed to perform the
estimation. Regarding the impact of nodes moving speed, results indicates that increasing the
nodes’ speed results in less accurate estimations, because the algorithm depends heavily on
collecting the estimation information from the neighboring nodes, which in turn are not stable
with high mobility.
This paper proposed a solution to the challenging problem of network size
estimation in VANETs. However, there are several research points that can be further
investigated in order to extend the approach used in this paper: For future work, it would be
worthwhile testing the proposed scheme under other scenarios and then adaptively tune the
estimation parameters that obtain the best estimation results.
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